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Chapter 1931 

This is a kind of firework that Lin Mo had previously found someone to order to use to transmit signals 

at critical moments. 

This was also inspired by Lin Mo’s previous encounter with the Xie family when they used fireworks to 

transmit signals, and only then did he create this kind of signal firework. 

Seeing this firework signal being transmitted, Compa*s Zun’s face changed in an instant. 

He roared furiously, “Kill him! Kill him! Kill him!” 

Those of Zun Zong’s men immediately rushed up and surrounded Lin Mo with all their might. 

Lin Mo warded off these men’s attacks while observing the situation outside. 

Not long after, a firework also burst in the distance. 

Lin Mo was instantly delighted, he knew that Wu Xuan had seen his signal, it was in response to him! 

“Want to kill me? You’ll have to see if you have the ability to do so!” 

Lin Mo laughed loudly and pulled out a Qi and Blood Pill from his body, tilting his head and swallowing it. 

He hadn’t used the Qi and Blood Pill before because it had too many side effects. 

He had to be sure that he had a chance of escaping before he dared to use the Qi and Blood Pill. 

Otherwise, once he used the Qi and Blood Pill, he would be dead if he couldn’t run away before his 

power ran out. 

Now, knowing that Wu Xuan would be coming over soon, Lin Mo naturally didn’t have any worries. 

Moreover, he knew very well that he had to swallow the Qi and Blood Pill now as well. 

After the signal was sent out, the companions would definitely have to find a way to escape. 

Lin Mo could only stop him if he swallowed the Qi and Blood Pill. 

And that was exactly what happened, as Compa*s Zun took advantage of those people surrounding Lin 

Mo to hastily turn around and try to escape. 

Lin Mo, who had swallowed the Qi and Blood Pill, had increased his strength by leaps and bounds. 

These people around him had previously beaten him back. 

And now, these people were instead being beaten back by Lin Mo. 

With a few punches in quick succession, knocking back the two men beside him, Lin Mo quickly rushed 

over and stopped Compa*s Zun who had already run to the window again. 

“In such a hurry to leave, huh?” 



“Didn’t you say you wanted to make my life worse than death?” 

“What, are you ready to give up now?” 

Lin Mo said with a cold smile. 

The compulsion zun’s face was blue and he was furious as he tried to break out. 

However, Lin Mo’s current strength was not what it used to be. 

Previously, Lin Mo was far from being a match for Compulsion Zun, but now that Lin Mo had swallowed 

the Qi and Blood Pill, his strength even showed signs of vaguely surpa*sing Compulsion Zun. 

In addition, Lin Mo did not fight the Compulsion Zun head-on, but only wrapped around him so that he 

could not escape. 

It would be extremely difficult for Compulsion Zun to break out, and he would not be able to break out 

from here at all. 

As for those men of Zun Zun, they were now completely unable to pose any threat to Lin Mo, and 

naturally, they could not affect the battle. 

This situation continued for about ten minutes when a long whistle suddenly came from afar. 

Moreover, the distance of the whistle was still getting closer and closer, so it was clear that the person 

coming was running over at high speed. 

Lin Mo could hear it clearly, it was none other than Wu Xuan’s voice. 

This was Wu Xuan’s way of telling Lin Mo that he had arrived and that he should not worry! 

Lin Mo let out a loud laugh, “Compulsion Zun, now, who has the last laugh, huh?” 

The compulsion zun’s face was blue and he tried his best to break out, but it was useless to press on. 

Lin Mo was only stopping him, and he was unable to break out at all. 

And the long whistling sound grew closer and closer, and finally, Wu Xuan jumped in through the 

window. 

With a single glance, Wu Xuan directly knocked all those few people in the corridor to the ground. 

These men were not weak, but in front of Wu Xuan, they did not have the slightest power to resist. 

Wu Xuan finished these people off with ease and then rushed directly to the companions. 

Without any hesitation, Wu Xuan directly punched out. 

The Companions were shocked and dodged, but in the end, they were unable to dodge the blow and 

were struck by Wu Xuan’s heavy fist to the chest. 

With an audible click, the Companions broke a few ribs and fell to the ground, vomiting blood from his 

mouth and losing his battle power! 
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Once Wu Xuan had landed a blow, he stood with his hands folded, his face calm, as if he had done 

something very ordinary. 

Lin Mo, on the other hand, gave Wu Xuan a glance, and this time, he was considered to have witnessed 

Wu Xuan’s toughness once again. 

“How is it over there?” 

Lin Mo asked. 

Wu Xuan shook his head, “Didn’t catch up.” 

“That man is very slippery!” 

Lin Mo nodded, this was something that he did not find strange. 

Ninjas were extremely good at the art of concealment and sneak attacks, and, moreover, were very 

good at escaping. 

Although that ninja’s strength was not as strong as Wu Xuan’s, it was not much worse than Wu Xuan’s. 

If he really wanted to escape, Wu Xuan might not be able to catch up with him. 

“It’s fine if you can’t catch up.” 

“The compulsion djinn is here, so what he took is definitely not the fruit of the Star Swallowing Gra*s!” 

Lin Mo said softly. 

The Compa*s Zun’s face changed again, and the truth was exactly as Lin Mo had said. 

The real Star Swallowing Gra*s fruit was still hidden in his possession. 

Lin Mo ignored Compa*s Zun and instead walked over and helped the unconscious Chen Baiyu up. 

Chen Baiyu was not badly injured, but luckily, the man was still alive. 

Lin Mo breathed a sigh of relief, if Chen Baiyu had really died here, then he would have felt very guilty. 

He fed Chen Baiyu a few pills to save his life. 

Only after taking care of everything did Lin Mo walk up to Compa*s Zun and calmly said, “Compa*s Zun, 

can we finally have a good chat now?” 

Zun Zong leaned against the wall and looked at Lin Mo with fierce eyes, “Lin, it’s my own bad luck to fall 

into your hands.” 

“If you want to kill me or not, do as you wish.” 

“But, if you want to insult me, you are dreaming!” 

“I, Zun Zhu, will never bow down to anyone!” 

Lin Mo sneered, “Is that so?” 



“I’d like to see how long you can keep your mouth shut!” 

Lin Mo finished speaking and took out his own silver needle pouch from his body. 

He took out several silver needles from it and stabbed each of them at the vital points on Compulsion 

Zun’s body. 

The Compulsion Djinn immediately let out a miserable scream, a pain that was simply unbearable for 

him. 

“Surnamed Lin, if you have the guts, you can kill me!” 

“What kind of good man is it to torture people like this?” 

“You kill me! You kill me!” 

The compulsive zun hissed loudly and kept banging his head against the wall, not stopping even when 

his head was only covered in blood. 

Any pain like this was much stronger than the pain in his body. 

Lin Mo stood calmly beside him and said softly, “Killing you, how pointless would that be?” 

“It was so hard to catch you, could I let you die so painfully?” 

The Compa*s Zun gripped the ground with his hands so hard that his fingernails were bleeding from 

gouging. 

He kept cursing Lin Mo madly, using all sorts of vicious words to irritate him. 

However, Lin Mo simply ignored him and just looked at him calmly. 

At the beginning of the Lin family’s bloodbath, Compa*s Zun was also involved in it, and he obviously 

knew more than Qian Yongan. 

Therefore, Lin Mo had to pack him into submission so that he could ask him about the events of that 

year from his mouth. 

After this pain continued for a long time, Compa*s Zun finally couldn’t bear it anymore and roared, 

“Don’t you just want the fruit of the Star Swallowing Gra*s?” 

“Can’t I give it to you?” 

“The fruit of the Star Swallowing Gra*s is in my left pocket, so take it yourself.” 

“Please, kill me, kill me… ……” 

Lin Mo was not moved in the slightest, as if he hadn’t heard Compa*s Zun’s words. 

And just at that moment, Wu Xuan suddenly moved. 

He leapt to the window with a single arrow step and shouted angrily, “What kind of curmudgeon!” 

As he spoke, he had already jumped out of the house, and a sound of fighting immediately came from 

outside. 



Lin Mo’s face changed, who had come over at this time? 

Moreover, to be able to fight against Wu Xuan, the other party’s strength must not be weak! 

At this moment, Compa*s Zun also fiercely opened his eyes wide, as if he saw hope yes. 

He shouted to the outside, “Save me! Save me!” 

“No matter who you are, just save me and I …… I will give you the fruit of the Star Swallowing Gra*s ……” 
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At this moment, it was as if Zun Zong had grabbed the straw that saved his life and was desperately 

hissing at the outside. 

Just then, a furious roar came from Wu Xuan outside as well, “Lin Mo, be careful!” 

Lin Mo couldn’t help but stare, why did Wu Xuan tell him to be careful? 

Just as he was surprised, a man in black suddenly jumped in at the window and slapped him directly 

with his palm. 

This person came so suddenly that Lin Mo didn’t even notice. 

It was also because Wu Xuan had shouted that Lin Mo had taken precautions in advance. 

Therefore, when this man struck, Lin Mo hurriedly rolled on the ground and narrowly avoided the blow. 

At this moment, he also finally saw clearly that the man in black was, in fact, the expert in ninjutsu who 

had followed Zhao Tianyuan earlier. 

It could be seen that he was in quite a sorry state. 

After all, he had just been caught in Zun’s trap and was entangled in those compulsions. 

He was considered to have done something crisp enough and immediately cut off the skin that was 

tainted with the compulsion poison to save his life, but this also left him with a considerable amount of 

injuries. 

He forced Lin Mo back and did not pursue him, but quickly rushed to the side of the compulsion, put his 

hand into his left pocket, quickly took out several bottles from it and filled them into his pocket. 

Moreover, he didn’t stop there, instead he started to search the rest of the companions’ body again. It 

looked like he was going to take everything from the companions’ body! 

Lin Mo’s face changed, this ninja was clearly trying to snatch away the fruit of the Star Swallowing 

Gra*s! 

It looked like this ninja had also sensed that the situation was not right. 

Although he had taken a bottle from Compa*s Zun’s double at that time, after all that had happened, he 

guessed that what was in that bottle must be a fake, so he ran back. 

Only, this ninja was here, so who was the person fighting against Wu Xuan outside? 



Just then, there was a loud bang from the window opening on the other side as well, and two people 

rushed in from outside. 

Lin Mo turned his head, just in time to see Wu Xuan, and another person dressed in black. 

After these two people came in, they ran towards Compa*s Zun’s side at the same time. 

The ninjas on this side also happened to have searched Compose Zun’s entire body. 

He packed up all the bottles and jars, jumped out of the window, and instantly disappeared into the 

night. 

The man in black also quickly chased after him, and it looked like his aim was also the fruit of the Star 

Swallowing Gra*s. 

Wu Xuan looked at Lin Mo, hesitating whether to chase him out. 

Lin Mo immediately said, “You go after it!” 

“The people from the Ten Great Families will be arriving soon, so you don’t need to worry.” 

Wu Xuan nodded and also jumped out after him, likewise disappearing into the night. 

Seeing that all three had disappeared, Lin Mo’s heart was also filled with vigilance. 

The situation tonight had gotten completely out of hand for him. 

The appearance of a Ninjutsu master was just fine, but now there was another person in black. 

This man in black looked to be no worse than Wu Xuan in terms of strength. 

He was also involved in the fight for the fruit of the Star Swallowing Gra*s, so the situation was more 

troublesome. 

Lin Mo couldn’t help but frown because, he felt that the medicinal effect of the Qi and Blood Pill was 

almost over. 

The current him was also about to run out of strength. 

Looking at Compa*s Zun who was paralyzed next to him, Lin Mo gritted his teeth and took out a few 

silver needles. 

He directly stabbed these silver needles into several vital points on Compa*s Zun’s body. 

After these silver needles were inserted, Zun Zun only felt as if his entire body’s strength had been 

deflated, and unexpectedly slipped away along these silver needles at the same time. 

At this moment, within the meridians in his body, he could not even feel the slightest bit of internal 

strength. 

He couldn’t help but stare in disbelief and said in a trembling voice, “What …… have you done to me?” 

Lin Mo said in a cold voice: “I annulled your meridians!” 

“From now on, you won’t be able to practice martial arts anymore either.” 



“Even if you get the Star Swallowing Gra*s, you won’t be able to use it!” 

Zun Zong directly froze, and after a moment, he directly broke down and went mad: “Lin Mo!!!” 
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At this moment, Lin Mo didn’t have time to pay attention to the compulsion zun. 

He sat down on the ground, the effects of the Qi and Blood Pill had basically worn off, and he didn’t 

have the slightest bit of strength left now. 

However, he didn’t panic because the sound of a car had come from outside, it looked like it was the 

Ten Great Families of Su Province who had arrived. 

These were his own people, and with a large number of experts from the Ten Families rushing over, 

even if he didn’t have the slightest bit of strength, no one would be able to hurt him! 

Hearing the sound of footsteps coming from outside, Compose Zun fiercely gritted his teeth and stood 

up holding onto the wall. 

He walked step by step in front of Lin Mo, his gaze fierce to the extreme. 

Lin Mo’s heart couldn’t help but be startled as he suddenly realised that he had made a great mistake. 

It was because he was going to keep the life of the Companions and ask about the Lin family back then. 

Therefore, just now, he had only taken advantage of his last breath of strength to abolish Compa*s Zun’s 

meridians, leaving Compa*s Zun without internal strength. 

However, although Compose Zun had no internal strength left, he could at least still move ah. 

And now Lin Mo couldn’t even lift a finger. 

If Zun Zi wanted to kill him, he wouldn’t even have the strength to resist! 

The sound of footsteps outside was rapidly approaching, and Lin Mo’s heart followed with 

apprehension. 

As long as the people from the Ten Great Families arrived, he would not be in danger! 

The Companions were also looking around, and the nearest dagger to this place was a dozen metres 

away. 

He hesitated for a moment, with his current situation, this distance, was already considered a long way 

away. 

If he went over and took the dagger, then came back to kill Lin Mo, it would probably be too late in time. 

As for poisoning with compulsions, that was even more needless to say. 

In order not to be discovered, all the compulsions and poisons on his body had been disposed of by him. 

Now he was without his internal strength and was quite injured, so he could not kill Lin Mo with his bare 

hands and fists. 



Hearing the sound of footsteps getting closer and closer, Compa*s Zun couldn’t help but get anxious. 

Once the people from the Ten Families came in and protected Lin Mo, then he would have no chance to 

kill Lin Mo, instead he would fall into Lin Mo’s hands, unable to live or die. 

Thinking of this, Compa*s Zun suddenly clenched his teeth, as if he had made some kind of decision, and 

opened his mouth to spit out a porcelain vase. 

He squeezed Lin Mo’s mouth with one hand and poured the entire contents of the porcelain vase into 

Lin Mo’s mouth with the other. 

Lin Mo did not have the strength to resist at all, and the companions relentlessly covered his nose and 

made him swallow the contents. 

And at that moment, an angry roar came from the end of the corridor, “What are you doing?” 

“Let go of Divine Doctor Lin!” 

It was Zhao Tianying’s voice! 

Immediately afterwards, Zhao Tianying rushed over at a brisk pace, directly knocking Compa*s Zun 

away. 

However, it was already too late at this point. 

The Zun of Compulsion was lying on the ground, vomiting blood down his mouth, but still shaking the 

porcelain vase in his hand in triumph. 

“Hahahaha, surnamed Lin, do you know what this is?” 

“This is what you’ve been looking for, the fruit of the Star Swallowing Gra*s!” 

“Didn’t you guys want to grab the fruit of the Star Swallowing Gra*s? Now I’ll give it to you!” 

“Lin Mo, how does it feel to swallow the entire Star Swallowing Gra*s fruit?” 

“Inside this, it’s Xie Xingbang’s entire power.” 

“An expert who is almost a minor sect master, his entire power, being swallowed by you all at once, do 

you think you can withstand it?” 

“Hahahaha, fight, grab, come on!” 

“What I can’t have, no one can get!” 

“If I die, Lin Mo, you will have to be buried with me!” 

The parasite zun threw back his head and laughed wildly, as if he had done the most triumphant thing. 

At this moment, Lin Mo could no longer care about that much. 

He knew very well what kind of situation he was facing now. 

The Star Swallowing Gra*s had absorbed all of Xie Xingbang’s power, and now, Compulsion Zun had fed 

him the entire fruit, which was tantamount to all of Xie Xingbang’s power entering his body. 



With Lin Mo’s strength, with the condition of his meridians, such a powerful force could directly kill him! 
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For those who practice martial arts, the most crucial thing is to cultivate the meridians. 

The smoother the meridians are, the stronger the internal energy that can pa*s through them, and the 

stronger the power will naturally be. 

Compose Zun had his martial arts invalidated, and that was because his meridians had been invalidated 

by Lin Mo. 

With an empty body of internal energy, but no channels for internal energy, this body of internal energy 

would have no meaning. 

Lin Mo’s current situation, on the other hand, was the complete opposite of Zun Zong’s. 

After he had eaten the Star Swallowing Gra*s, it was equivalent to Xie Xingbang’s power entering his 

body. 

However, his meridians were not strong enough, and this power surging into his meridians would have 

shattered his meridians, causing him to die a horrible death on the spot. 

Even if he didn’t die and was lucky enough to survive, he would become a complete invalid for the rest 

of his life! 

This move by the compulsion zun was also really vicious to the extreme. 

He knew that he was ruined and could not use the Star Swallowing Gra*s, so he let Lin Mo eat the Star 

Swallowing Gra*s. 

What he couldn’t get, no one else could ever get either. 

The most crucial thing was that he could also use the Star Swallowing Gra*s to kill Lin Mo, which was 

really two birds with one stone! 

The compulsion zun was lying in the corner of the wall, his face covered in blood, yet he was still 

laughing madly, “Pulling a cushion!” 

“It was worth it! It’s worth it!” 

Zhao Tianying helped Lin Mo up and said urgently, “Divine Doctor Lin, how are you doing?” 

Lin Mo’s face was twisted and looked extremely painful. 

After the fruit of the Star Swallowing Gra*s had entered his belly, it was quickly digested. 

Lin Mo felt an extremely powerful force rapidly coalescing in his belly, a force so strong that it was 

almost about to burst his dantian! 

At this moment, Lin Mo couldn’t care less about the compulsion djinn and hurriedly shouted, “Master 

Zhao, get the silver needles!” 

Zhao Tianying hurriedly brought the bag of silver needles over. 



Lin Mo spoke of several acupuncture points one after another and told Zhao Tianying to prick this silver 

needle at these locations. 

Zhao Tianying held the silver needles with some hesitation, “Divine Doctor Lin, I …… haven’t used these 

before ah ……” 

“This …… will something happen to this ……” 

Lin Mo said urgently, “Don’t care so much, just stab into the acupuncture point!” 

“I …… can’t take it anymore ……” 

Zhao Tianying looked at Lin Mo, only to see that the veins in his arms were bulging out, as if they would 

burst at any moment, looking extremely terrifying. 

He also did not dare to hesitate and immediately put these several silver needles and stabbed them into 

the several acupuncture points Lin Mo said. 

After a few silver needles were stabbed in, Lin Mo immediately breathed a sigh of relief, and the bulging 

blood vessels slowly calmed down. 

Zhao Tianying looked at Lin Mo nervously, “Divine Doctor Lin, how are you doing?” 

Lin Mo felt a blur of consciousness and used all his strength to utter the last five words, “Go and find 

Divine Doctor Xue ……” 

After saying these five words, Lin Mo’s eyes went black and he directly pa*sed out. 

Zhao Tianying’s face changed rapidly, he hurriedly helped Lin Mo up, and while directing people to deal 

with the scene, he said to Chen Wuyuan next to him, “Chen Lao, I’ll take Divine Doctor Lin back first, you 

send someone to invite Divine Doctor Xue!” 

Chen Wuyuan didn’t say anything and immediately arranged for his men to go and find Divine Doctor 

Xue. 

…… 

It was not until the afternoon of the next day that Lin Mo woke up leisurely. 

The first thing he saw when he opened his eyes was Wu Xuan sitting next to him. 

The first thing he saw was Wu Xuan sitting next to him. Wu Xuan was holding his hands against his back, 

and his internal energy was pouring into his body in a steady stream. 

Lin Mo could clearly feel that there was an extremely powerful force repressed within his dantian, 

wanting to enter his meridians. 

Without a doubt, this power was none other than Xie Xingbang’s power. 

The strength of this power was simply terrifying to Lin Mo. 

Once it entered his meridians, it could definitely cause him to die a horrible death on the spot! 

However, the current situation was alright. 



Wu Xuan had used his powerful strength to suppress Xie Xingbang’s power within Lin Mo’s dantian, only 

then did he manage to keep that power from entering his dantian. 

Otherwise, Lin Mo would have died a long time ago! 
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Lin Mo looked around, there were a few people sitting next to him, respectively it was none other than 

Zhao Tianying Chen Wuyuan and the others. 

Not far away, there was also an old man, who was busy boiling medicine, this old man was none other 

than the divine doctor Xue. 

When they saw Lin Mo wake up, all the people around them were surprised and came over. 

“Divine Doctor Lin, you’ve woken up?” 

“Divine Doctor Lin, how do you feel now?” 

The crowd asked, each with a concerned expression on their faces. 

Lin Mo reluctantly nodded towards the crowd, “It’s fine, thank you all!” 

At this moment, Divine Doctor Xue walked over and said in a deep voice, “Still fine?” 

“Do you know that you had Zhao Tianying stab those acupuncture points?” 

“If all these acupuncture points are pricked, your meridians will be completely broken and your internal 

energy will all be gone.” 

“What are you going to do? You’re going to waste your own martial arts? Planning to be an invalid for 

the rest of your life?” 

Next to him, Zhao Tianying’s eyes widened at once, “Huh?” 

“Really?” 

“Will those acupuncture points ruin your martial arts?” 

Divine Doctor Xue: “What do you think?” 

“If I hadn’t come over just in time and helped him repair those acupuncture points, his martial arts 

would have been completely lost!” 

“Not only that, but he wouldn’t be able to cultivate martial arts again in this lifetime.” 

Zhao Tianying’s face instantly turned miserable white and he said in a trembling voice, “How …… how 

could this happen?” 

“Is …… I wrong?” 

“Divine Doctor Lin, I …… really didn’t know, I ……” 

Looking at Zhao Tianying’s self-reproachful look, Lin Mo waved his hand, “Family Head Zhao, you didn’t 

make a mistake.” 



“At that time, what I gave you was those acupuncture points.” 

Zhao Tianying couldn’t help but stare, “Ah? Why …… why ah?” 

Lin Mo shook his head and told him about the matter of swallowing the star gra*s fruit. 

He had been force-fed the Star Swallowing Gra*s by the Compa*s Zun at that time, and Xie Xingbang’s 

power would rapidly disperse within his body. 

Lin Mo when was only able to get Zhao Tianying to help him pierce his meridians and let the power vent 

out. 

Otherwise, he wouldn’t have been able to save this life! 

At that time, to Lin Mo, this was the only way to save his life. 

As for whether or not he would be stripped of his martial arts, that no longer mattered. 

If he even lost his life, what was the use of having an empty martial art? 

After hearing Lin Mo’s words, the crowd finally knew what the situation was. 

Zhao Tianying couldn’t help but let out a long breath of relief, he thought he had made a mistake. 

“I thought I had made a mistake, I was scared to death!” 

“But luckily, Divine Doctor Xue arrived just in time to help Divine Doctor Lin repair his meridians.” 

“This time, Divine Doctor Lin’s martial arts will not be nullified!” 

Zhao Tianying laughed. 

Divine Doctor Xue, on the other hand, waved his hand, “What’s good about it.” 

“Now the problem is even more troublesome!” 

Zhao Tianying couldn’t help but stare, “What’s wrong?” 

Divine Doctor Xue looked at Lin Mo, “Hey, I didn’t know exactly what your situation was before.” 

“I thought that Zhao Tianying had made a mistake and rushed to help you repair your meridians.” 

“But then, I realised that something wasn’t right.” 

“Fortunately, Wu Xuan was here and used his internal energy to suppress your internal energy.” 

“Otherwise, I would have really gotten into a big trouble this time!” 

Zhao Tianying’s eyes widened, “What the hell is wrong?” 

Divine Doctor Xue gave him a look, “I did repair his meridians, but Xie Xingbang’s power is still inside 

him, ah.” 

“And Xie Xingbang’s power would still have impacted his meridians.” 



“If Wu Xuan hadn’t suppressed Xie Xingbang’s power in time, I’m afraid he would have died from his 

meridians bursting by now!” 

Zhao Tianying: “Ah!?” 

“Then …… what about this?” 

Next to him, Chen Wuyuan also said anxiously, “Does it mean that we have to pierce his meridians and 

nullify his martial arts to save his life?” 

Divine Doctor Xue let out a bitter smile, “This was fine before, but, now this solution, it won’t work 

anymore!” 
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The crowd was stunned again and asked in amazement, “Why?” 

Divine Doctor Xue said helplessly, “This meridian of his was just repaired, and now it is extremely 

fragile.” 

“Even if the meridians are pierced, however, when the internal force is declared, it will still shatter his 

meridians.” 

“Once this happens, it would really be certain death!” 

The faces of the crowd all changed, they did not expect that the situation had even gotten worse. 

Chen Wuyuan said anxiously, “Divine Doctor Xue, then …… is there no other way then?” 

Divine Doctor Xue shook his head helplessly, “There is really nothing more I can do.” 

“However, it is only right to ask Divine Doctor Lin about such matters.” 

“In this regard, Divine Doctor Lin is much more professional than me!” 

It was only then that the crowd remembered that Lin Mo was the real divine doctor. 

Chen Wuyuan hurriedly looked at Lin Mo: “Divine Doctor Lin, how can I save you now?” 

Lin Mo was just about to speak when he felt Wu Xuan press on his back. 

Lin Mo’s heart moved slightly and his expression immediately turned bleak as he sighed, “The only way 

is to abolish my dantian and dissipate my power completely!” 

The crowd all cried out in shock, and Zhao Tianying said urgently, “Ruin the dantian?” 

“Divine Doctor Lin, if you even ruin your dantian, then …… then you won’t be able to practice martial 

arts again in your life!” 

“Moreover, you will also become extremely weak and may not even be able to stand up again in the 

future!” 

Lin Mo shook his head helplessly, “I know, but, if you want to live, this is the only way.” 

The crowd looked at each other, their faces were all quite embarra*sed. 



Chen Wuyuan gritted his teeth and said, “Divine Doctor Lin, is there really no way out?” 

“Why don’t we just nurse the meridians and then vent this power out through them.” 

“Although breaking your meridians is also ruining your martial arts power.” 

“But, at least you can still move like a normal person in the future.” 

“Ruined dantian, that’s not the same!” 

The others all nodded along, their minds were all the same. 

If your meridians were ruined, at most you would only lose your martial arts skills and you would still be 

able to live like a normal person in the future. 

But the Dantian is the source of power. Once the Dantian is ruined, all the power in the body will be 

gone, and one may be an invalid for the rest of one’s life. 

Lin Mo was a divine doctor of his generation, if even his mobility became a problem, then his life would 

be over! 

Lin Mo sighed despondently, “My meridians are now filled with these powers, if it wasn’t for Brother Wu 

helping me to suppress them, I would have died long ago.” 

“Restoring the meridians, that’s completely impossible.” 

“If we want to live, this is the only way!” 

The crowd was instantly silent, one lamenting over the situation. 

Divine Doctor Xue stood beside him, full of self-reproach, “Divine Doctor Lin, I’m sorry, I was too 

reckless.” 

“If I hadn’t helped you mend your meridians, as long as Xie Xingbang’s power had been declared out, 

you might have been able to recover.” 

“I was reckless for a moment, I …… I ……” 

Lin Mo hurriedly said, “Divine Doctor Xue, don’t blame yourself.” 

“I’m already grateful in my heart that you came to help me.” 

“The situation at that time was too complicated, if it wasn’t for you, this life of mine might have been 

lost.” 

Divine Doctor Xue sighed despondently, “Ai, this son of a b*tch, Compulsion Zun, is really too vicious.” 

“How could he …… he do such a thing?” 

Lin Mo waved his hand, “Compulsion Zun was nullified by me and is now a ruined person, whatever he 

does is normal.” 

“Before dying, it’s only human to want to pull a backer.” 



“I can only blame myself, I was a bit careless at the time and didn’t knock him out directly, which led to 

this result.” 

“Oh, by the way, where is the compulsion daddy now?” 

Hearing these words, the few people in the room looked at each other, their faces instantly becoming 

embarra*sed. 

Chapter 1938 

Seeing that the crowd’s expressions were not right, Lin Mo’s heart could not help but be shocked: 

“What’s wrong?” 

“Compose Zun …… Compose Zun did he die?” 

Zhao Tianying hurriedly said, “Compulsion Zun didn’t die!” 

Lin Mo: “Then what’s wrong?” 

Chen Wuyuan whispered, “Divine Doctor Lin, I’m sorry, we …… we weren’t able to keep an eye on the 

compulsion daddy.” 

“He …… he was snatched away ……” 

Lin Mo: “Ah!?” 

Zhao Tianying sighed, “At that time, we were about to capture the compulsion daddy back when a man 

in black suddenly came out and snatched him away.” 

“This man in black was so strong that we …… we weren’t even a match for him, we couldn’t even stop 

him ……” 

Lin Mo’s brow immediately furrowed. 

This was something that he had never dreamed of. 

Without the fruit of the Star Swallowing Gra*s, without his martial arts skills, Compa*s Zun was a 

complete invalid, and could be said to have no more use. 

Under such circumstances, who else would snatch him away? What exactly was this person’s purpose in 

snatching him away? 

After pondering for a while, Lin Mo waved his hand and said, “Forget about being saved by someone.” 

“This old fellow is already a ruined man, and he can’t pose any threat to people, so there’s not much use 

in living, so let him go!” 

Next, Lin Mo pretended to be exhausted and asked the crowd to retreat first. 

Wu Xuan remained here at all times, as he still had to suppress Xie Xingbang’s internal power. Once he 

left, Lin Mo would be dead for sure! 

Seeing the crowd dispersing, Lin Mo looked at Wu Xuan and gave him a wink. 



Wu Xuan did not speak, and only after a while did he whisper, “Alright, now you can speak.” 

Lin Mo whispered, “What happened just now?” 

Wu Xuan: “Someone came close and was eavesdropping on us near here!” 

Lin Mo’s face changed slightly as he whispered, “Who is it?” 

Wu Xuan said in a deep voice, “It should be that man in black from last night.” 

Lin Mo couldn’t help but frown. 

Two experts had appeared last night, one was the Shinobi expert Zhao Tianyuan had invited, and the 

other was the man in black who had suddenly appeared. 

If it wasn’t for the appearance of this man in black, the situation last night wouldn’t have come down to 

this point. 

And as Lin Mo thought about it, he couldn’t figure out what the identity of that man in black was. 

It was obvious that the man in black was not yet the same as that master of ninjutsu. 

In the case of last night, it was reasonable for Zhao Tianyuan to bring someone over, which was a 

normal thing to do. 

After all, Zhao Tianyuan knew about the matter of the Star Swallowing Gra*s, and when the Compa*s 

Master had deliberately leaked the nest before, Zhao Tianyuan also knew about it. 

Therefore, it was completely reasonable for Zhao Tianyuan to bring an expert over to snatch the fruit of 

the Star Swallowing Gra*s. 

However, that man in black, how did he appear again? 

Lin Mo was certain that not many people knew about the Star Swallowing Gra*s. 

Apart from the three Compa*s Zun, he and Li Tiezui Wu Xuan were the only ones who knew about it. 

The three companions would definitely not reveal this secret, and Li Tiezui and Wu Xuan, who were 

people Lin Mo absolutely trusted, they would definitely not reveal the information either. 

So, how did this man in black know about this Star Swallowing Gra*s? 

While Lin Mo was frowning and pondering, Wu Xuan handed a porcelain bottle to Lin Mo: “By the way, 

this was sent by Old Li.” 

“It says it’s the medicine you left in Guangyang City, so see if it’s of any use to you.” 

Lin Mo couldn’t help but stare, he hadn’t left any medicine in Guangyang City. 

Li Tiezui sent such a porcelain bottle at this time, what did it mean? 

Lin Mo took the porcelain bottle, opened it and saw that it really contained some pills. 

However, none of these medicines were refined by Lin Mo himself. 



Lin Mo took a glance at them and found that one of the pills looked a little off. 

He picked the pill up and was surprised to find that it was a hollow wax pill. 

Crushing the wax pill, there was a slip of paper inside, and on it was written one word – Xue! 

Chapter 1939 

Seeing this word, Lin Mo and Wu Xuan could not help but glance at each other. 

In this instant, both of them thought of the same person – the King of the Southern Realm, Master Xue 

Wu! 

Li Tiezui had given Lin Mo this porcelain bottle, not to deliver medicine to him, but to deliver a message 

to him. 

But with just one word, why should it be delivered in such a way? Wouldn’t a phone call, a text message, 

or having someone pa*s on a message do the trick? 

Did it mean that none of these ways, would work? 

Thinking of this, Lin Mo’s heart couldn’t help but be moved. 

Li Tiezui was a person who usually looked cynical and lewd. 

But in fact, Lin Mo knew that this person was extremely meticulous in his actions. 

Since he had done such a thing, there must be a reason for it. 

Before, Li Tiezui had sent someone to invite Wu Xuan, and on that occasion, Master Xue Wu had sent an 

a*sa*sin to stop him. 

If that a*sa*sin hadn’t underestimated Wu Xuan’s strength, I’m only afraid that, by now, they wouldn’t 

have seen Wu Xuan. 

And this was enough to show how much control Master Xue had over the Southern Realm! 

It could be said that in Master Xue’s territory, he had absolute control. 

This time, if it was really Master Xue who was behind everything, then Li Tiezui would not be able to 

escape Master Xue’s eyes, no matter if he called or sent a text message, or if he had someone send a 

message. 

The only way for Li Tiezui to send a message to Lin Mo was to use this method so that he would not be 

discovered by Master Xue Wu. 

Lin Mo and Wu Xuan looked at each other, and both of them looked out of the window at the same 

time. 

If all this was really Master Xue Wu’s doing, then wouldn’t the identity of the man in black who was 

outside just now be obvious? 

Lin Mo looked at Wu Xuan and said in a low voice, “Is it him?” 



This him, naturally, referred to Master Xue Wu. 

Wu Xuan shook his head, “It shouldn’t be, the strength is too far off.” 

“However, it could be someone he sent!” 

Lin Mo was shocked in his heart, was there such an expert beside Master Xue Wu, other than Huo Hua? 

However, looking at Wu Xuan’s appearance, the strength of Fifth Master Xue was probably not as simple 

as he had imagined. It was normal to have one or two more experts! 

Lin Mo couldn’t help but fall into silence as he began to ponder this matter in his mind. 

If the man in black was sent by Master Xue Wu, then this matter, then he would be able to think about 

it. 

Master Xue Wu had his eyes on the benefits of the Recycle Pill, he would not let the Xie family’s people 

snatch Lin Mo away from him. 

This time when Xie Xingbang died, although it was not good for Master Xue to make a direct move, he 

definitely had moves in secret. 

It was a normal operation to send out experts to keep an eye on Lin Mo’s side and snatch him away at 

the necessary moment. 

Therefore, that man in black, in fact, should have been sent by Master Xue Wu to keep an eye on Lin Mo 

from the very beginning. 

When Lin Mo came to look for the Compa*s Zun, that man in black also followed him. 

It was only after learning about the Star Swallowing Gra*s fruit that he couldn’t resist and went straight 

out to snatch it, before being discovered by Wu Xuan. 

Thinking about this, Lin Mo was shocked in his heart. 

If that was really the case, then had this man in black already completely overheard what he had 

interrogated Qian Yong’an about in the woods? 

Had his own secret, then, been leaked? 

If that was really the case, then what was this man in black’s purpose in snatching the Compa*s Zun? 

Also, why did he come here to eavesdrop? What exactly was his purpose? 

Lin Mo frowned tightly and fell into deep thought, his mood low to the extreme. 

When Nanba Tian had left, he had told him to watch out for Master Xue Wu. 

And indeed, Lin Mo had always been on his guard against Master Xue Wu. 

Only, he didn’t expect that his secret would still be exposed like this. 

Once Master Xue Wu had exposed his identity, then next, Lin Mo did not know how many enemies of his 

enemies he would have to face. 



Those people who had destroyed the Lin family in the first place would definitely not let him go. 

If he wanted to grow up step by step again, it would simply be impossible! 

Chapter 1940 

Lin Mo’s heart was in a mess, the sudden occurrence of this matter had disrupted all his previous plans. 

Seeing such an expression on Lin Mo’s face, Wu Xuan suddenly said, “Old man Li asked me to pa*s on a 

message to you!” 

Lin Mo: “What’s the message?” 

Wu Xuan said softly, “Those people do things for profit.” 

“Don’t be anxious about the immediate situation, don’t let anyone outside know about your injury 

situation, and respond to all changes with no change.” 

Lin Mo froze, and in his heart, he couldn’t help but start thinking about what Li Tiezui meant by these 

words. 

He had said that those people were doing things all for profit. 

But what kind of people were those people referring to? 

The first person Lin Mo thought of was Master Xue Wu. 

There was no doubt that Master Xue Wu must be running for profit when he did these things. 

The first reason he sent the men in black to keep an eye on Lin Mo was because he didn’t want the Xie 

family’s people to capture Lin Mo, in order to keep him in the South Realm, so that the benefits of 

recreating the pills would stay in the South Realm. 

And now, even if the man in black knew Lin Mo’s secret, he wouldn’t expose it to the world. 

To begin with, the Fifth Master Xue may not have been involved in the Lin family’s affairs in the first 

place. 

In other words, Master Xue Wu may not know about that ancestral jade pendant of the Lin family. 

To him, Lin Mo, even if he was Lin Xiao’s heir, was still far less valuable than the Recycle Pill. 

Therefore, even if Master Xue Wu knew the secret, he might not leak it out. 

Because once it was leaked, those people back then, would definitely not spare Lin Mo. 

At that time, if Master Xue Wu wanted to keep Lin Mo and the benefits of the Recycle Pill, it would be 

impossible. 

Thinking of this, Lin Mo couldn’t help but be refreshed. 

A moment ago, he was still full of worries about this matter, but now, he finally understood that his 

worries were completely superfluous. 

Li Tiezui was right, he didn’t need to worry about Master Xue’s side at all. 



Master Xue Wu didn’t want to reveal this secret any more than he did! 

It had to be said that this old fellow, Li Tiezui, was truly an old fox. 

This old man, who usually looked like he didn’t show his face, but in fact, he knew everything about the 

situation outside. 

Lin Mo couldn’t help but feel that it was fortunate that Li Tiezui had been helping him. 

Otherwise, Lin Mo would not have been able to come this far! 

Next, Lin Mo remembered Li Tiezui’s other words. 

What did he mean when he cautioned Lin Mo not to let anyone outside know about his injury situation? 

In fact, although Lin Mo’s injuries were serious, he could still be saved. 

After being fed the Star Swallowing Gra*s fruit at that time, Lin Mo’s situation was indeed critical. 

If he still had his own strength at that time, then he would still have been able to control the situation, it 

was just that the treatment was extremely complicated. 

But at that time, he himself did not have a single ounce of strength, and moreover, Xie Xingbang’s 

power had made him almost unconscious. 

Under those circumstances, he could only ask Zhao Tianying to pierce his acupuncture points first to 

save his life. 

And he asked Zhao Tianying to find Divine Doctor Xue, with the aim of having Divine Doctor Xue repair 

his meridians in time. 

In this way, when he woke up, he would have time to heal his injuries. 

When Zhao Tianying and the others had asked about it earlier, Lin Mo had wanted to tell them that it 

was fine. 

However, when Wu Xuan pressed on his back, Lin Mo immediately changed his mind and told them that 

he was hopeless in this situation. 

Only now did he finally know exactly why Wu Xuan had done that. 

At that time, the man in black was eavesdropping, and if he had just said that he was still saved, then his 

injury situation would have been exposed. 

Li Tiezui must have had a reason for not allowing him to reveal his injury condition, ah. 

And Lin Mo also basically understood in his heart that Li Tiezui was deliberately letting Master Xue Wu 

know about his condition. 

After all, to Master Xue Wu, it would be easier to control Lin Mo if he was an invalid! 

 


